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Sophie Vissière

Laurent Moreau

Alena’s Vegetable Garden

Play Outside!

This morning, like every morning, I walk with mum by the abandoned field. What a surprise:
the next day, all the weeds are gone! There are only clods left. The soil must have been dug.
What I do not know yet is that during the day, the farmer came to dig, sow the seeds and
carefully cover them with earth. The day after, furrows have been plowed across the field.
What I do not know yet is that the gardener will be watering next. Then she will wait, quite
a while, patiently.

“Stop going round in circles! Why don’t you go play outside? there are
so many things to do!”
Run as fast as you can, watch the flowers, find shapes in the clouds
or simply breath. Imagine you’re the greatest adventurer, jumping on
the rocks, realizing how fragile nature is, and being bewitched with
its beauty! There are a thousand games to play.” “You were right, Mum,
it was great, we completely lost track of time!”

One day, small shiny green sprouts come out, and the soft smell of Spring is here.
The thing I don’t know is that all this happened thanks to Alena...

LE POTAGER D’ALENA
Sophie Vissière

In this seasonal story, Sophie Vissière, a new seedling of Illustration, celebrates the cycle of
Nature with her vivid stencil images. She shows, through the eyes of a young observant girl,
how a bare patch of soil becomes a big beautiful field. This picture book offers a quiet, serene
reading of the landscape changing throughout the seasons and the working of the land and
a subtle balance between bright colors and white pages, tradition and modernity, evolving
images and shorts texts.
Born in Toulouse in 1986, Sophie Vissière studied Visual Arts. It led her to research about picture books

> From 4 up. Hardback.

with no text. She is now a graphic designer and illustrator, very much interested in handmade printing

21 × 25,5 cm. 56 pages

> From 5 up. Hardback 31 × 26,7 cm. 48 pages

This landscape picture-book takes the reader throughout a sensitive
and accurate world tour, along with kids joyfully growing more and more
free. The painted illustrations, with their naive cross-section landscapes
inspired by 19th century engravings, joyfully capture what’s going
on in the water, above and under the ground. The ecological concern
cunningly brought up with the numerous endangered species crossing
the kids’ path will make their journey all the more rewarding: the 250
animals of the book are reunited at the end of the book, in a beautiful
and detailed index.

techniques. She often makes workshops connected to this passion. Alena’s Vegetable Garden is her first

Laurent Moreau has been an illustrator since he was 25 years old. He lives in

book published in French (her previous books were in Occitan).

Strasbourg, where he studied at École Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs. He has
published many books with hélium, including Ma famille sauvage / My Wild Family,
translated in the US by Chronicle Books, and Dans la forêt des masques.
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Claire Brun

Olivia Cosneau

I Am Looking For I-Don’t-Know-What

Off to where, Nuthatch?
de quatrième

A search-and-find picture book filled with humor but also exquisite, miniature and pretty
details,
pour
ce livre !
in direct pastel and fluorescent colors that turn the book into a fancy, psychedelic piece or art.

JE CHERCHE
JE NE SAIS QUOI

Claire Brun studied art at École Duperré in Paris. She then worked as a fashion designer in Milan and
asoiseau,
a textile oui!
Un

Olivia Cosneau & Bernard Duisit
Olivia Cosneau & Bernard Duisit

There once was a little fellow, just walking along. As a matter of fact, he’s not just walking along, but
looking for a I-Don’t-Know-What. What is that? Well, if he could remember… things might be easier,
eh? He looks for I-Don’t-Know-What everywhere, can’t find it anywhere. Along the paths, where will
he go, what will he do? So many things, little objects, other fellows and stuff to discover
along
the
Ceci
est
le texte
way, it’ll be a while before he finds what he is looking for!

Mais pas seulement,
des plumes
et des zozos !

> From 5 up. Hardback. 19 x 23,5 cm.

Sitelles, belles, belles !

designer in Paris. A Story of George, her first book, was published by hélium in 2013, followed by Rosalie in 2015.

CLAIRE BRUN

Sittelles,
belles,
belles !

Seven young nuthatches will soon be able to leave their nest. But
flying on one’s own can be quite dangerous… the first one will go out
for lunch, the second nearly gets caught by a preybird, the third one
watches all the other birds fly away… the fourth one makes loads
of new friends, the fifth decides to learn how to hide, and the sixth
learns how to sing, of course. But what could the seventh nuthatch
be up to?
Mixing nonfiction facts (species, migration) with a story about seven
siblings learning how to grow and become independent, this stylized
picture book, filled with bright colours in a natural setting, will bring
joy to young readers as well as all bird lovers.
Olivia Cosneau is an illustrator who has published many children’s books
about animals and nature with Amaterra, Casterman, Gründ, La Martinière...

5 spot colors, round corners. 32 pages

> From 4 up. Hardback. 15,5 × 28,5 cm.
8 spreads. 8 pop-ups

Olivia Cosneau

Frog, where are you?
Who is hiding under the leaves, camouflaging in the branches, crawling through the tall herbs,
burying itself in the sand? Flaps reveal the frog, the parrot, the tiger, the sole, the owl!
A nice introduction to the techniques of wildlife’s camouflage, with precise details and beautiful animals…

Also

> From 3 up. Cardboard. 18 × 18 cm.
18 pages, 9 flaps

Mare, what are you hiding?
Who is hiding behind the cow, the sheep, the owl, the hen, the bitch, the doe, the she-cat, the sow,
the duck? All their cutes babies! Sometimes there’s one, sometimes there are eight of them! A fun and
endearing way to discover all the animals of the barn.

> From 3 up. Soft cover. 15 × 18 cm. 8 spreads

> From 3 up. Soft cover. 15 × 18 cm. 8 spreads

> From 3 up. Cardboard. 18 × 18 cm.
18 pages, 9 flaps
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and …
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Simon Bailly

Simon Bailly

The Book of the Book
of the Book

The House of Time

The Book of the Book of the Book is the story of a story in a story in a
story. We could easily get lost but, in the end, we will find our way again,
just like Thomas.
Julien Baer is a French singer and songwriter of four albums/LPs. He is also a

Marion Bataille’s new spectacular project is a house to build, inspired by modern
architecture (and architects such as Le Corbusier) or Japanese homes altogether, and
served by the concept of time. This unique and ingenious piece of solid paper unfolds into
an incredible house, offering a wide playing field, similar to a stage set, allowing kids to
toy with the concept of time, water, fire, inside and out, far, far away from video games.
Imagination at its fullest! They can move the paper hands of the clock, walk around the
round setting, go up or down the stairs and discover there are two sides to the House: one
is all about Day, the other all about Night. And there are 12 steps to the staircase, just like
there are 12 hours in a day and 12 hours in a night.

MARION
BATAILLE

From the subtle range of colours to the various cut-out paper dolls, from the japanese
costume to the tiny envelope about to be slid in the mailbox, this is a one of a kind paper
masterpiece, as intricate and precise as a mathematical equation, or as Time itself!
Comes with a little leaflet filled with images, telling more about The House of Time.

photographer whose pictures were shown in Galerie Chappe in Paris, and at the

Julien Baer

Le livre du livre du livre

livre
livre
livre
Julien Baer

Marion Bataille

On vacation with his parents, Thomas gets bored on the beach. He
decides to go for a walk and explore the surroundings. He looks at
the landscape, the people... Time goes by, the sun is falling in the sea,
and people around him go home. But where are his parents? Thomas
sits down in the sand and finds a little book, crumpled and forgotten.
Curious, he opens it...

Le

du

Julien Baer & Simon Bailly

Elysian Museum of Lausanne, Switzerland. He has written and illustrated several

Marion Bataille is the bestselling author of ABC3D and 10. This hugely talented graphic and book

children’s books and has about one idea per minute.

designer lives in Paris.

Simon Bailly is a young graphic designer and illustrator. His original and ironic
illustrations are featured in newspapers and magazines. The Book of the Book of

..
re.

the Book is his first book for hélium.

> From 6 up. Hardback. With a book in the book in the book!.
20,5 × 28 cm. 60 pages

> From 4 up. Solid art board paper house that
unfolds with four parts, a paper staircase with 12 steps,
1 storey + an 8 page leaflet + pre-cut elements
including one clock to build and little paper dolls.
The whole house stands on an art board tray,
in a solid sleeve to carry it around.
Specs when folded: 24 x 48 cm

…
Timeless
6
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Janik Coat

Anouck Boisrobert & Louis Rigaud

& Bernard Duisit

Acrobats Family

The Blue Elf

Acrobats Family is the new enchanting pop-up book by renowned duo Anouck Boisrobert
and Louis Rigaud! With this “circus” book, a family of artists, as talented as they are
heterogeneous, comes to life, and offers us a beautiful show! Stay tuned! Starting at the
bottom of the pile, the numbers succeed one another. One character, then two, three… add
up, up to ten!

Bernie the Bear gets lost in the magic forest: he can’t find the way back to his cave!
Suddenly a blue elf appears, out of nowhere… “It’s easy to find your way! Take the first path
on the left, cross the river after the clearing and then walk straight on. Most important: don’t
look back and everything will be alright, you’ll be home before the night!”
Poor bear, he’s totally disoriented: everything has changed, magic is everywhere! Through
each step of his walk, elves and imps come along, as if to make him more confused.

Each spread is the occasion to meet a new member of the circus, who will place himself
higher, with the help of the previous acrobats, just as in a construction game. They then
form a pyramid, as beautiful as it is spectacular. But when the cat jumps on top of the
pyramid, it might be one family member too many! The result is fragile but beautiful and
harmonious all the same, just as if it were a real family.

Finally Bernie will find his way... to his bed. Was it all just a dream?
A psychedelic pop-up set in an enchanting universe, by the inventive duet of The Red Cube.

A true performance!
Louis Rigaud & Anouck Boisrobert graduated in 2009 from the Arts décoratifs of Strasbourg. They are
the talented creators of tip tap, tip tap on the road, the pop-up books Popville (sold in 7 languages),
> From 3 up. Hardback.

Dans la forêt du paresseux / In the Forest (sold in 13 languages), Océano (sold in 8 languages) and Oh !

18,5 x 24,5 cm. 10 pages with pop-ups

Mon chapeau / That’s my Hat! (sold in 6 languages).

> From 3 up. Hardback. 9 spreads with pop-ups.
15,5 × 29,5 cm

The Red Cube
It suddenly appeared at dawn: a red cube, standing here, at the edge of the forest.
“How mysterious”, said the howl.
“How strange,” said the wolf.
Morning came. In the mist the red cube didn’t move…
“Still there?” grumbled the polecat.
At midday, a rainbow shined bright. The three bears wondered out loud: “Is it a shoe box?”
The hedgehog kept silent.
When came the end of the day, tic tic, zip boom, the cube vibrated and made strange sounds.
So the wild boars ran away...
A hilarious and beautiful pop-up book to look at from front and back, where the forest becomes
the stage to a mysterious and robotic surprise!
Janik Coat is a free-lance designer, author and illustrator. She has published many children’s books for Autrement
jeunesse, éditions Memo...
Bernard Duisit is a talented paper engineer who has worked on dozens of pop-ups books.
> From 3 up. Hardback. 24,5 x 18,5 cm.
10 pages with pop-ups

Pla yful
and Entertaining
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Joëlle Jolivet & Fani Marceau

Jean-Luc Fromental & Joëlle Jolivet

Panorama

Bear Against the Clock

> From 5 up. Harcover. 25 × 33 cm. 48 pages
> From 4 up. Hardback. 34 × 26 cm. 14 pages that unfold

Panorama / Vues d’ici was initially published in 2007 and has been missing
from the bookstores for a while: “… an innovative format and breathtaking
concept meet in this trip around the world and back again. This 32-page
book fan folds out into a single panorama that takes the reader from India
to Ecuador and from Iceland to Romania. Each natural scene seamlessly
runs into the next, incorporating each area’s natural beauty and indigenous
wildlife. On the reverse of the fanfold, the same scenes and locations are
shown at night. It’s a beautiful and memorable look at the world from
differing perspectives, eye-catching and completely unique. The whole
book is a 2-color fan foldout.” (Abrams Books).
Joëlle Jolivet is an internationally acclaimed illustrator. Publishers Weekly has
called her books ‘vibrant...dazzling’, and the School Library Journal said they ‘are
aesthetically impressive as they are informative’. She lives very near Paris, France.

There’s now a big bear living in our house!
He’s a very nice bear,
But does sleep a lot, I swear.
When he hears the alarm,
At seven o’clock sharp,
He does lift up his head,
But goes right back to bed.
At 8 o’clock exactly,
He screams, “Quick, toasts, and honey!”
Dad has almost left,
Put the dishwasher on,
The toast is getting cold
And Mum feels suddenly old…

Fani Marceau has worked as a teacher, copy editor, book reviewer, and editor.

Panorama was the first book she published, in 2007. She lives in Paris, France.

The hilarious new book by renowned authors Jean-Luc Fromental
and Joëlle Jolivet! An amazing picture book served by a witty text
in rhymes, to have a good laugh whilst learning about the time,
from morning till night! Plus, the family looks a whole lot like the
one from 365 Penguins…
Joëlle Jolivet & Jean-Luc Fromental are strong when they are apart and even
stronger together! They are the acclaimed authors of 365 Penguins, 10 Little

Penguins, Oops ! and Bonesville.

y
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Michaël
Rivière

Le
village
sens dessus
dessous

Michaël Rivière

Maria Dek

The Village Upside Down

A Very Stubborn Shrew

In the village Upside Down, the story is always the same. The houses
all light up. The villagers all get busy once more. Until dark clouds form
in the sky and everything turns upside down again! Run for shelter!

Rimpam and Poho, the shrews, are busy in the forest. But Rimpam does
not feel like working. Despite having promised his friend his help, he runs
away to have fun at the new merry-go-round. What will happen to him on
the way, and how will he later apologize to Poho?

A perfect and quirky Christmas story, about a whole village living
in a snow globe. A truly funny surprise!

A delicate and subtle tale about sometimes making the wrong choices
and being able to apologize.

Michaël Rivière was born in the South of France, in 1984. He studied animation
in Angoulême and then started illustrating for the press, and published as an

Maria Dek is a talented artist based in Warsaw, Poland. She holds an Art Degree

author and illustrator L’Enquête de monsieur Taupe, his first childrens book, in

from both the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw and the University of Arts, London.
She is the author and illustrator of When I Grow Up (hélium, 2016) and The Mouse

2014. He draws everything by hand.
Maria Dek

who wanted to Make an Omelette (hélium, 2017).

> From 4 up. Hardback. 15 × 20 cm. 40 pages
> From 5 up. Hardback. 20 × 28 cm. 40 pages

Isabel Pin

Dear You
Dear You,
I am inviting you at 4 o’clock on Saturday, to come over to my place.
We don’t know each other yet, but I saw you yesterday, sitting alone in the courtyard.
The teacher said you are new to the school. That you arrived three weeks ago.
That you come from another country and that you even know how to speak a foreign language…
If you are late, it does not matter, I will wait for you anyway!
A letter of friendship and welcome from one little girl to another. The girl inviting the refugee,
who never answers with words, is excited to make a new friend, discover a new culture, new
subjects of conversation, hear a language she cannot understand.
A very subtle way to show the richness of others, and help us all understand how all our
differences make us better and more open.
Isabel Pin was born in 1975. She studied illustration and design in Strasbourg (ESAD) and in Hamburg
(University of Design). Her books have been published in 20 countries and have been translated into more than
a dozen languages. Isabel lives and works in Berlin.

Isabel Pin

Chère toi

QUE JE NE CONNAIS PAS

> From 4 up. Hardback. 15 × 20 cm. 32 pages

Colorful
Places to Be
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Didier Cornille

Michelle Montmoulineix

The City of What’s New

Red Whale
A beautiful tale about the unique friendship between a lonely cabin boy and a whale in early twentieth century.

Throughout the entire world, cities are becoming bigger and bigger, so vast that one
can feel a little lost. Is it therefore possible, in a world where everything changes so
rapidly, where social inequalities are increasing, to create a city, or part of a city, where
it would be able to breathe, to grow vegetables, to be more mobile, to be smarter(!),
more active, a city that would suit everybody – could there be a beautiful and practical
city? From the Metrocable in Medellín (Colombia), that goes where the subway doesn’t,
to the Ferme du Rail in Paris (France), that welcomes people who need to reintegrate
society, or BedZED, UK’s first large-scale, mixed use sustainable community with 100
homes, office space, a college and community facilities, curious author Didier Cornille
explores all kinds of new ideas, neighborhoods and ways of life, proper to a city or a
specific area. All together, these new cities would certainly create the Perfect City of
Tomorrow.

LA VILLE
QUOI DE NEUF ?
DIDIER CORNILLE

To support his family, young Eliaz, who had never seen the sea, becomes an apprentice sailor on board of La
Jeanne, to go fishing in open seas. Bullied by the sailors, whose working conditions are terrible, the boy grows
close to protector Lullan, native of Newfoundland, a silent man respectful of Nature. To forget about his pain,
Eliaz wins over the crew with his violin – he is a wonderful musician indeed. The music attracts a young blue
whale, Skye, who approaches the men more and more, unaware of the danger... what will happen to her?...
Michelle Montmoulineix lives in Brenne, a region in central France. In 2013, she was privileged enough to observe large
cetaceans during a long sea trip off the coast of Quebec. Since then, she has become the godmother of a fin whale known as
Popeye. She has published novels for children (Albin Michel and Bayard), and for adults.

IN THE PRESS…

A book to get acquainted with and get a better understanding of all the experiments
that are building the City of Tomorrow, and better futures perhaps, written and
illustrated with all the witty preciseness of author and illustrator Didier Cornille.

“A BEAUTIFUL, refreshing novel”

14,5 x 20 cm. 192 pages

Le Figaro Littéraire

“The author brilliantly conveys
her passion for the oceans
in this enchanting story”

Télérama

Lecture Jeune

“A moving story”

Didier Cornille is a designer, illustrator, and professor at the École des Beaux-Arts in Le Mans, France.

Jean-Luc Fromental

He has written and illustrated several acclaimed books with hélium, including Toutes les maisons
> From 6 up. Hardback. 21,5 × 28 cm. 48 pages

> From 9 up. Paperback.

“An ambitious novel with
ecological and philosophical
overtones”

sont dans la nature / Who Built That? Modern houses, Tous les ponts sont dans la nature / Who Built

Notes bibliographiques

Robêêrt

That? Bridges and Tous les gratte-ciel sont dans la nature / Who Built That? Skyscrapers.

The Memoirs of a sheep like no other, a coming-of-age novel with a very British sense of humor.
Robêêrt is a French sheep, a simple farm sheep. However, thanks to his thirst for knowledge and his ability
to observe, the lamb soon becomes the pupil of a shepherd dog. As he becomes bullied by the rest of the
flock, Robêêrt is relieved to enter the Great House, but turns into a living cuddly toy for spoiled little girls.
His adventure continues in England! At “Strawberries Stables”, he meets the luminous Jenny, a human with a
big heart who teaches him how to read. He is now the pet sheep of Dash of the Nostril, a presumptuous but
insomniac racehorse. Our friend, far from being stupid, has a very good influence on the prestigious stallion.
His mission? Calm the champion thanks to his lullabies and other readings. His presence is crucial: Dash will
face his greatest rival, lady champion Lady Castamere, in Ascot. Will love take precedence over competition?...
This is what you will discover in the ‘mêêmoirs’ of this extraordinary sheep.
In addition to writing for film, television and newspapers, and to working as a comic strip editor for Denoël Graphic,
Jean-Luc Fromental is the author of more than thirty books, including novels, travelogues, children’s books and comics.
> From 9 up. Paperback.
14,5 x 20 cm. 256 pages

IN THE PRESS…
“A well-structured coming-ofage novel”

“We all are Robêêrt in the making”
Libération

Livres Hebdo

“Jean-Luc Fromental gives
us a funny and astonishing
portrait of a hero fighting for a
better social status”
Page des libraires

1862. La jeune Éléonore a une oreille exceptionnelle.
Son père devient fou de rage lorsqu’il découvre qu’elle
joue de la musique en cachette. Pour lui faire passer
l’envie de devenir musicienne, un métier peu convenable
pour une fille, il l’envoie à Paris chez son oncle et sa tante,
qui tiennent une blanchisserie. Mais l’adolescente trouve
le moyen de se faire embaucher dans l’atelier de fabrication
d’instruments du génial Adolphe Sax. Commence alors
une vie exaltée, entre Montmartre et Pigalle, où se croisent
peintres, autres artistes et tout le petit peuple de Paris,
aux temps de la Commune, et jusqu’aux Années folles…
Mais jusqu’où son amour pour un musicien américain
imprévisible conduira-t-il la vibrante Éléonore ?
Au travers d’une saga historique aux personnages
féminins inoubliables et au rythme frénétique,
voici l’histoire des premiers cuivres et des débuts
du jazz qui se déploie sur deux continents.

MARIE-PIERRE FARKAS
MURIEL BLOCH

Muriel Bloch & Marie-Pierre Farkas

The Marquesas’ Saga
LA SAGA
MARQUISES
DES

A feminine saga filled with historical figures, from Paris’s Montmartre in the eighteen seventies to New York
and New Orleans, that starts with the invention of the saxophone and ends with the Cabaret shows!

MARIE-PIERRE FARKAS
& MURIEL BLOCH

Lille, north of France, 1862: Eleanor is ten years old and has an exceptional ear. But her father becomes
enraged when he discovers that she practices music in secret: this is not suitable for a young girl! In order to
make his daughter forget about her desire to become a musician, he sends her over to the huge, scary city
of Paris, where her uncle and aunt hold a laundry. But the young brave girl quickly finds a way to get hired in
the workshop of manufacture of instruments of Mr. Adolphe Sax, the brilliant inventor of the saxophone. This
is how begins a life full of friendships and impossible love, between Montmartre and Pigalle, where painters,
artists and all the simple people of Paris meet at the time of the French Commune, the 1871 Revolution, with
its barricades, women fighting along men, and first Universal exhibitions. Having become an outstanding
musician, Eleanor meets an Afro-American trumpet player who sweep her off her feet. Her quest for love might
even take her across the Atlantic, all the way to New Orleans and New York City...

C’était celui qu’Éléonore avait repéré,
recourbé comme le cou d’un cygne, habillé
de boutons dorés sur le côté.
Un soir, elle était restée plus longtemps que prévu
devant la vitrine de M. Sax. Elle était perdue dans
ses souvenirs, quand un jeune garçon la surprit :
« C’est rare pour une fille d’aimer la musique ! »
Elle sursauta : « Ces instruments sont les plus
beaux du monde ! »

16 =c
Illustration de couverture :
Jeanne Hochberg
ISBN : 978-2-330-10275-3
helium-editions.fr

9 782330 102753

Muriel Bloch is a storyteller who has travelled all over the world. She has published at least thirty books, mostly tales. She has
Saga_Couve.indd 1

05/03/2018 14:52

> From 12 up. Paperback.
14,5 x 22 cm. 288 pages

also recorded CDs and musical books. She lives in Paris… when she’s not off somewhere else!
Marie-Pierre Farkas is a TV reporter who loves jazz and learning about people. She and Muriel been friends since junior high
and they highly enjoyed writing this Saga together.
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Stéphanie Demasse-Pottier & Mathilde Poncet

The Lost Paths
This morning, I decided to play hooky.
I followed the path you loved so much.
I found the flowers you had tought me to recognize.
I made a bouquet out of them.
I remembered your laugh…
… I would like to be able to remember you always.

Sur les
sentiers
perdus
Stéphanie Demasse-Pottier

& Mathilde Poncet

The narrator, a young girl, is upset. The world seems so unfair. To lose someone
you love so much, especially your grandfather, is hearbreaking. But remembering
this person also means loving her for ever. Remembering what we learnt from
them, and also knowing we are not alone in our pain, might make things just
a little easier.
An impressive and spectacular picture book about this young girl’s walk through
the woods, to ease her pain after the loss of her beloved granddad. Along the
way, she will meet many animals, that may well symbolize the stages of Grief,
her precious Memories, the qualities the old man passed on to her or, perhaps,
those she will need in order to ease her sorrow a little bit.
Stéphanie Demasse-Pottier was born in 1972 and studied modern French litterature,

> From 5 up. Hardback. 19 × 26 cm. 32 pages

specializing in YA novels. She then became a librarian and started writing for children.
She has already published two books for children, Tant pis pour la pluie ! and Louise (2017).

The Lost Paths is her first book for hélium.
Mathilde Poncet was born in 1993 in the mountains of Jura. She left for other mountains,
in the Vosges, to study art during three years in Épinal, and then went on to École supérieure
d’Art de Lorraine in Metz in 2016.

Un essai pour le texte.
Pour voir ce que ça donne quand on écrit un peu !
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